Presents

„Locas y Atrapadas“

1. Short Synopsis
Five attractive young women, trapped in an elevator, confess
their bitter life experiences caused by evil men and society.
Even though their facades might not show it, these women
have suffered through the worst and as a result, they made
decisions whose consequences are either shockingly hilarious
or downright horrifying

2. Long Synopsis
The Movie starts by introducing each of the female
protagonists separately at a greater hotel’s check in, where a
metrosexual receptionist interrogates them and accidently
leaves inappropriate comments.
While the ladies are checking in, the hotel’s manager is having
an argument with the maintenance employees who have had
trouble with the elevator. Due to a misunderstanding, one of
the warning signs that were placed next to the elevators was
removed which led to the five protagonists entering it, not
knowing that it is malfunctioning.
Once they get inside, the elevator suddenly starts to quickly
lose altitude, causing panic among the ladies.
The elevator stops eventually but the ladies inside are starting
to lose it – they pass out, they toss their shoes to one another
and they insult each other whenever they get an opportunity to
do so.
As time passes the women start to introduce themselves to
each other together with telling stories of what experiences
they’ve made with men and society recently.
Their stories contain everything from bulwark tenacity,
cheating and homosexuality up to violence, prostitution and
even rape.
After listening to the stories each of the women had to tell, the
five women make a vow, swearing that if they manage to get
out of the elevator alive, they will fight back towards everything
that prevented them from being happy and make a change.

3. Agency’s statement
„Locas y Atrapadas“ (EN Crazy n’ Trapped – DE Verrückt und
Eingesperrt) is a movie which strongly reminds of the successful
„Desperate Housewives“ series.
Every single one of the five female protagonists in the movie
has a unique story to tell which keeps the viewers at the edge
of their seat – mostly by playing emotion carousel with the one
watching the movie.
The stories they tell will either lead to one breaking out in tears
of laughter or one feeling horrible for misjudging the featured
protagonist before hearing out what they had to say about
their past.
These emotional scenes abruptly change from one to another,
there is nothing in between.
As the movie mostly consists of multiple flashbacks, the scenes
in which the maintenance employees try to free the trapped
ladies from the malfunctioning elevator have an effect equal to
what one calls a “cliffhanger”.
In situations caused by these cliffhangers, it’s hard to let go of
just about any movie as one’s curiosity drives one to wonder
about how these stories will proceed.
The movie combines brilliant acting, a diverse story, beautiful
women, a bright sense of humor and dramatic aspects to near
perfection.
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5. Contact & More
Contact:
Barolo Film Factory
Schmerbachgrund 8
D-83707 Bad Wiessee
Tel: +49(0)15777452887
info@barolo-film-factory.de
www.barolo-film-factory.de
Further movies by Alfonso Rodriguez:
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